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The DaveyStewartson equation is considered from the point of view of the bilinear 
formalism of the Kyoto school. Multidromion solutions are constructed in terms of free 
fermions and their asymptotic properties are characterized. The dynamical properties of 
dromions are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies on (2 + 1 )-dimensional integrable sys- 
tems have shown the existence of solutions describing 
localized coherent structures with remarkable dynamical 
properties.‘*2 Unlike one-dimensional solitons these struc- 
tures do not preserve, in general, their form upon inter- 
action2 and may undergo processes of fusion and fis- 
sion.3p4 The basic model exhibiting these solutions is the 
DaveyStewartson (DS) equation: 
kt+qxr+qyy+ (U1+ U,)q=O, 
(1.1) 
It is important to notice that ( 1.1) is relevant in many 
physical situations as it constitutes a generic limit of non- 
linear dispersive equations in 2 + 1 dimensions.‘-’ The lo- 
calized coherent structures of ( 1.1) are called dromions’ 
and possess a natural spectral interpretation in terms of 
the inverse scattering transform (IST) method.8-‘0 How- 
ever, in order to achieve a complete understanding of 
these novel nonlinear objects as well as to determine the 
class of integrable systems in which they arise, it is essen- 
tial to devise alternative methods different from the IST 
method. In this sense the bilinear approach developed by 
the Kyoto school’1*‘2 constitutes a powerful and elegant 
formalism which leads to important hierarchies of inte- 
grable models and provides a geometrical characteriza- 
tion for relevant classes of solutions. 
The present work deals with the bilinear theory of the 
DS equation and its application to the analysis of the 
dynamical properties of dromions. Our analysis is based 
on the formulation of the DS equation as a member of the 
two-component KP hierarchy.12 Throughout the paper 
the free-fermion language of Refs. 11 and 12 is used 
which turns out to be particularly useful for characteriz- 
ing the properties of the dromion interaction. Our main 
results are the following: 
(i) A multidromion solution which generalizes the 
one given in Refs. 2, 8, and 9 is provided. It is character- 
ized in terms of elements of a certain subgroup of 
Gl(2co). 
(ii) Explicit expressions for the asymptotic trajecto- 
ries of the dromion maxima in terms of the parameters 
which determine multidromion solutions are obtained. 
(iii) Special types of dromion solutions are studied 
and conditions are found under which a dromion retains 
its form upon interaction or vanishes in one of the asymp- 
totic limits t -+ f 03. 
(iv) The analysis of the dromion interaction shows 
that contrary to what is claimed in Refs. 2, 8, and 9, the 
dromion dynamics is not completely determined by the 
motion of the one-dimensional solitons arising in the 
boundary functions 
~l(t,x)=~1(4x9-~L U2(t,Y)=U2(t,-Oo,Y). 
(1.2) 
The paper is organized as follows. Section II is de- 
voted to the description of the free-fermion method of 
Ref. 12 and its application for solving the two-component 
KP hierarchy. In Sec. III the DS equation ( 1.1) is char- 
acterized as a bilinear system of the two-component KP 
hierarchy. It is found that the solutions of the DS equa- 
tion are associated with a subgroup of the Gl(2co ) in- 
variant under an antilinear operation. We notice that the 
formulation of the DS equation in terms of Hirota’s bi- 
linear equations was already used in Ref. 13 for con- 
structing two-dimensional lump solutions and more re- 
cently in Ref. 3 for studying multidromion solutions. The 
multidromion solutions of the DS equation are intro- 
duced in Sec. IV. The corresponding r functions are writ- 
ten as vacuum expectation values of certain elements of 
the Clifford algebra generated by the free fermions. Their 
explicit expressions are found by using Wick’s theorem. 
Section V is concerned with the analysis of the dromion 
dynamical properties. The asymptotic motion of the dro- 
mions is characterized by means of explicit formulas for 
the positions of their maxima. Furthermore, we analyze 
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the asymptotic form of the boundary functions ( 1.2) and 
study its relationship with the dromion motion. In the 
last part of Sec. V we describe several interesting types of 
dynamical situations associated with some special choices 
of multidromions solutions and discuss the connections of 
our work with some results of Refs. 2 and 8. 
(A)=(vac IAlvac) 
=((vac IA,(vac)) 
=((vac Isllvac)), 
II. BILINEAR IDENTITIES AND CLIFFORD ALGEBRAS 
where the basic VEV’s are those corresponding to qua- 
dratic products of generators of C. They all vanish with 
the exception of 
The bilinear identities are intimately related to the 
properties of Clifford algebras. This fact is one of the 
most interesting aspects of the bilinear formalism and is 
the origin of an important method of solution for inte- 
grable models.‘1’12 In the case of the two-component KP 
hierarchy the relevant Clifford algebra C is generated by 
two intinite collections t/f), $t)* (i= 1,2;n&) of anti- 
commuting variables 
(p)+(i)*) = (p)*p)) = 1 
n n m m , n <o, m>O. 
The VEV’s of more complicated elements of C can be 
calculated with the help of Wick’s theorem. 
The relationship between bilinear identities and Clif- 
ford algebras lies on an algebraic property satisfied by the 
following element of Cs C: 
{l&b~‘,~~‘*}=&j,,, c+(i) ~(“)=c~(“*~c~(“*)=o. n, m n m 
Natural representations of this structure can be realized 
in terms of quantum field operators acting on Fock 
spaces. In our subsequent analysis we will use two Fock 
spaces 9 and 9, determined by two vacuum vectors 
I vat) and (vat I, respectively, satisfying 
A= c 1 I@ 8 @*. 
i=1,2 neZ 
To describe this property, let us consider the Lie algebra 
g1(2* UJ > spanned by the set of quadratic products 
{$~‘r+$‘*:ij= 1,2; n,mGj and the unit element leC, and 
let Gl ( 2 * CO ) be the corresponding multiplicative group in 
the Clifford algebra C. Then, from the anticommutation 
relations of the generators of C it follows thati2’14 
+f)Ivac)=O (n<O), tjr)*Ivac)=O (n>O), 
(vat I$~‘=0 (n>O), (vat I&‘*=0 (n<O). 
Thus we define 
&@S=S@S4 (2.1) 
for all eGl(2. CO ). As a consequence, it can be shownI 
that given eGl( 2.00 ) the functions 
F={AIvac)tiEC), F={(vac IAs4ECj. 
Some vectors in 9 and 9 that will play an important 
role in the next section are given by 
x44(4 = W2l $I(%1 m2,mJ, (2.2) 
where L=(Zl,Z2), M=(ml,m2) with lI+12=ml+m2, 
and 
I Z2,1,) =4;2’Aj:’ 1 vat), (Z1,Z2 I = (vat IBiI1)Bjf), 
where 
Z=(z(1),z(2))Ec2-, H(z)= c 1 z l i=1,2 n~Z I’) ,c, &:~3) 
q”‘;, . *.$‘i’;r (I<O), 
Aj’L 1 
i 
(l=O), 
l$bji’,-*,y (1>0), 
satisfy the following identity for a sufficiently large circle 
r(lkl =R) 
is,2 I, 
&( _ 1 )~~,i’j+~k’i-t~-2eg(tr(i)-z(i)‘) 
$‘i), . . . q”’ 111 (I-CO), 
&‘L 1 
i 
(I=O), 
*p* * yfq”: (Z>O). 
The vacuum expectation value (VEV) of elements 
Ad may be defined as 
*TL--e,,M[ z-ei( i)]TL*+efiMt [ z’+ei( )l =Q (2.4) 
where e, = ( l,O), e2= (0,l). These kinds of identities are 
known as bilinear identities. 
At this point it is helpful to introduce Hirota’s bilin- 
ear operators. Given an analytic function P(z) of z&2’m, 
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the Hirota’s operator P(D) [D=(O(1),0(2)), &) 
= (Dy’,..., of’,... )] ac in t g on ordered products a(z) *B(z) 
is defined by 
P(D)a(z).B(z)=P(a’-a”>a(z’)‘1)(2”) Izt=zGz, 
where d= ($‘),J(2)) with d”‘= (~/~z~“,...,~/~z~‘,...). 
There are many interesting properties satisfied by these 
objects. For instance, the following obvious identity 
exp(aD)a(z)*P(z> =a(z+a)fl(z-a), 
aD= C C .y)Dz), 
i=1,2 ncZ 
helps us to analyze the system (2.4). Indeed, by perform- 
ing the change of variables z --*z--u, z‘+z+u in (2.4) we 
iset 
I & 2 /#,5(&2u”‘) Y i= 1,2 “p( [ u+,(k) ]D] 
(i) x~L,+~~,,(z).~~~~~~(z) =O, I= 1,2,3,4. (2.5) 
We may evaluate these integrals by means of the residue 
at k= CO of their integrands. To this end it is convenient 
to introduce the elementary Schur polynomials S,(V) de- 
pending on u= (ui ,..., u,, ... )&” . They are defined as the 
coefficients of the expansion 
exp i k”vK= “!I k”S,(v). 
?I=1 
(2.6) 
From (2.6) one obtains the general expression 
&(v)= c -$, ?l;dO. (2.7) 
[a]=n a* 
Here the sum extends to all a=(ai,...,a,,...) with inte- 
ge= components ai>O such that [a] = al + 2a2 
+---+ma,+***=n, and 
a!= ii, (a,!), on= ij, uz”. 
Considering now the coefficient of k-’ in the Laurent 
expansion of the integrands in (2.5) we get 
L p,,,jl,,I(D’1’)D’2)y~zj),, 
r! 
r mgL,&fw M 
(2.8) 
where we denote 
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(--2F p&,(i)) = ,+F=, a!fl D”)Bsbl+r(D(i))’ 
(2.9) 
with $‘)= (D{‘),$y),..., 4 Df),...) and the sum extends 
to all multi-indices u= (a, ,..., o,, ,... ), y= (pi,..., ?‘,, ...) 
with u,)O, ~~yn)O. This system of equations is equivalent 
to the bilinear identity (2.4) and constitutes the hierar- 
chy of bilinear equations associated with the two- 
component KP hierarchy. 
Ill. THE DAVEY-STEWARTSON EQUATION 
In order to get the DS equation we define the follow- 
ing functions 
(3.2) 
7,(2)=(z~,l~-l~eH~z~g~z2-1-l,~1+~), 
7~(2)=(I*+1,1~-2~di(z)gI12-1-1,1,+~), (3.1) 
7~(2)=(z,-l,l~~kl~z~g~z~-I-1,z~+~), 
then, the DS equation is related to five members of the 
system of bilinear equations (2.9), namely, 
D:2)72.~,+Dj2)271r=0 t 
D~‘)71.72+D11)272.~1=0, 
(2? D;2’~,*~3+D, 73’7, =o, 
D$1b3~~, +D, (l)2,1.73=o , 
D;‘)D~24-1T1 -2q’T3=O, 
corresponding, respectively, to the choices 
Z=l, a=(0 ,..., 0 ,... ), r=(O,l,O )..., 0 ,... ); 
I= 1, (+= (O,l,O ,..., 0 ,... ), y= (0 ,..., 0 ,... ); 
1=2, CT= (0 ,..., 0 ,... ), y= (O,l,O ,..., 0 ,... ); 
z=2, a=(O,l,O ,...) 0 ,... >, r=(O ,..., 0 ,... ); 
z=3, a=(l,O ,...) 0 ,... ), y= (0 )..., 0 )... >. 
the map z( Gv,~’ ) 
,zc2) (t,x,y,t’)] from C4 into C2’” given by 
(1)=x_ C1)=_if+ifl zi2)=’ 
Zl 2’22 4 4’ 
C2Li-f-+ifl- 
2’z2 4 4’ 
P=O, n>2, n 
and we define 
(3.3) 
p=q/r,, q=rj3/7*, U=log 71 ) (3.4) 
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then, the bilinear equations (3.2) yield the following sys- 
tem of differential equations: 
g(z)=8(‘)gemH(‘), fiGl(2.m). 
(3.5) 
Since we are interested in the DS equation, it is es- 
sential to know under’what conditions on sG1(2* co ) the 
functions (3.11) satisfy the reduction condition (3.6). 
This question may be conveniently formulated in terms of 
the antilinear isomorphism TX?+ C defined by 
Notice that (3.5) does not involve any differentiation 
with respect to the t’ variable. Therefore, in what follows 
we shall set t’=0 and we shall denote 
z( t,x,y) =z( t,x,y,O). Now, if ( t,xy)dR3 and the reduction 
condition 
T(l)=l, T(~~‘)=(-l)‘+“~“),*_,, 
(3.12) 
7,=fl, 73’5, 
is satisfied, then (3.5) reduces to the system 
(3.6) 
y-y+(i)*) =(-l)i+n@‘,-l. n 
Observe that the VEV of a quadratic product of the gen- 
erators of C remains invariant under the action of T. 
Moreover, according to Wick’s theorem, these VEV’s 
generate the VEV of any element of C. Therefore, taking 
into account the antilinear character of T we deduce 
which in turn implies that q satisfies the DS equation 
kl,+qm+qyy+ tu1+ wq=o, 
(T(A))=(A)*, A&. (3.13) 
This property suggests to introduce the group Go 
=&Gl(2co):T(g)=g}. Indeed, for real (t,x,y> it is 
easy to see that the operator H(z( t,x,y)) of (2.3) remains 
invariant under T. As a consequence, given *Go then for 
all (t,xy)dR3 the product 
+; 
s 
r 4qql:+q, (3.8) m 
1 x 
U2’j 
s 
_ dx’IqI;+uz, 
m 
where 
dz( tJ,y)) =;$I(r(t,xy))ge-H(Z(hx.y)) 
belongs to G,-, too, and therefore (3.13) implies 
~l=(~z(t,xy)))=(T[s(z(t,xv))l)=(g(z(t,~,~)))*=7T, 
72=(~~“*1F1L21g(Z(t,x,Y))) = (T[~~1~~2’*g(z(t,x,~))]) 
Ul(&X) =2a2, log ~,W,X,-- CQ 11, 
(3.9) 
uz(t,y) =q log q(z(t,- m,v)). 
Notice that according to (3.7) and the last equation in 
(3.4) we have also that 
In other words, the functions (3.11) determine solutions 
to the DS equation provided the group element 
g~Gl( 2 00 ) is invariant under the antilinear isomorphism 
T defined by (3.12). 
~4~2=~xylog ~,W,W)). (3.10) 
It is thus obvious that 71 constitutes the most relevant 
object in the bilinear theory of the DS equation. 
Therefore, (3.1) provides a method for generating 
solutions of the two-component KP hierarchy of bilinear 
equations. In what follows the simplest choice I= I, = Z2 
- 1 =O will be assumed, so that taking into account that 
H(z) I vat) =O, the functions (3.1) reduce to the VEV’s 
IV. SOLUTIONS OF THE DS EQUATION: COHERENT 
STRUCTURES 
In the above section we have described a method for 
generating solutions of the DS equation by means of Clif- 
ford algebra. Our next task is to show how the method is 
used to get an explicit expression for these solutions. 
q(z) = (g(z) ), 72(z) = (ip*$‘-2#) ), 
(3.11) 
73(z) = G$!;&j2)*gw) , 
where 
A. Solutions of the DS equation in terms of fermion 
fields 
Given a circle y( I k I = R) we define the following 
fermion fields 
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$(i)(k)= c $y)/p, $(i)*(k)= sllj($*k-“, 
mz 
i= 1,2; kEy, 
(4.1) 
where &), r/F)* are the generators of the Clifford algebra 
C. They satisfy the anticommutation relations 
{$“‘(k),$‘~)(q)}={JI”‘*(k),#“*(q)}=Q 
(4.2) 
{+P’(k),$“‘*(q)}=Z%(k-q), k,qey, 
where 6( k-q) denotes the delta function on y 
S(k-q) = ,c, (3: s, ; S(k-q)f(k) =f(q). 
These fermion fields have simple transformation 
properties under the adjoint action of exp H(z). Indeed, 
from (2.3) and (4.1) we may write H(z) as 
H(z) = s y 2 jz2 ~(k,z(j))~(j)(k)rlr(j)*(k), 
(4.3) 
so that using (4.2) we deduce 
eH(z)~(i)(k)e-H(I),eS(k,z”))~(i)(k), 
(4.4) 
/gf(‘)p*(k)e- H(z),e-~(k,r(‘))~(i)*(k). 
In order to construct solutions of the DS equation we 
require elements of Gl(2~ ) which remain invariant un- 
der the antilinear isomorphism (3.12). Now, we notice 
that 
T(@)(k))= (- l)‘+‘(k*)-‘@‘)*( -k*), 
T(@)*(k))= ( - l)‘+‘k*$(‘)( -k*) 
Consequently, the simplest quadratic expressions in the 
fermion fields with a well-defined VEV which are invari- 
ant under T are 
a$(i)(k)p*( -p*) +a~qW(k~)p)*( -k*) f 
with k + k’*#O and ak’* = ( - 1 )‘+ja’*k. Hence, we may 
generate solutions of the DS equation by means of ele- 
ments of Gl(2 CO ) of the form 
g=exp c c c a~~(‘)(kj’))tCl(j)*(-k~)*), 
i&1,2 I=1 m=l 
(4.5) 
where kj”= (kj”),+i(kj”), are N(‘) different points on 
the circle y such that 
kj”+/p’*#(-j. l&g p<@i) p > 9 , (4.6) 
and the coefficients a& are complex numbers satisfying 
ajp$*= (_ 1 )i+i(dffiji)*)*. (4.7) 
We are going to see that these group elements deter- 
mine relevant solutions of the DS equation. To this end, 
notice that according to (4.4) and taking (3.3) into ac- 
count we have 
&(t,w))=exp ijz 2 [g, E, 4i(t9w)9 (4.8) 
9 , 
where 
A&(t,x,y)=af exp[@‘)(txy)+O m , f $I*( t,x,y) ] 7p 
x (kji))p*( -k(i)*) 
m 3 (4.9) 
Furthermore, from (4.2) and (4.6) we deduce that 
[Af&f;i,] ~0, (A!j)24 Af&;,=Af&f;j,=O. 
(4.11) 
Therefore, we may write (4.8) in the form 
N(l) N(2) 
N(l) N(2) 
= JJ, ,Iz, p, [ 1+4&~Y) 19 
(4.12) 
and the terms in the expansion 
in the form 
(4.12) may be organized 
s(z(t,x,y))= &W,,I;rJ2,GY, (4.13) 
where the sum extends to all the collections of four sets I, 
~C{l,...,N”‘) (i=1,2) such that I,U12 and e U If 
have the same number of elements, and the symbol 
A(Il,q,12,1f) denotes the contribution to g(z( t,x,y)) of 
those terms in (4.12) which depended on (t,x,y) accord- 
ing to the exponential function 
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Clearly, we have A(&&$,4) = 1. The general term of 
(4.13) can be written as 
A (h$I,,I;L) = 2 j$ 2 /$, A%vujo,. 
’ ‘J 
(4.14) 
Here, the sum extends to all the partitions 
Ii=Iil Ullz, Ii1 flI,=#, 
and injective maps a$, + 9, such that 
(4.15) 
q=a*j(Ilj) ua2j(12j>* aljtllj) "a2j('Zj) =#* 
(4.16) 
As it was shown in Sec. III, the main object of our 
analysis is the function ri(z( t,x,y))= (g(z( t,x,y))), and 
the only symbols (4.14) which contribute to the function 
r1 are those such that Ii and c have the same number of 
elements, for i= 1,2, respectively. Now, we have 
,$I2 E, af’)PI’) -* II n aI”P~;(lp 
) I i= 1.2 Idi 
where aji)=q(i)(kji)), @‘)=q(‘hiI( -kji)*). 
The fermion fields (4.1) are assumed to be defined on 
a fixed circle y( I k I = R) and, consequently, the solutions 
of the DS equation associated with the group elements 
(4.5)-(4.7) depend on the N(1)+N(2) complex variables 
kj” on 7. However, it is clear that these solutions can be 
analytically extended to all complex values of kj” pro- 
vided condition (4.6) holds. 
($“‘(k)$‘j’(k’))= (@“*(k)gL”7*(k’)) =0, 
B. Coherent structures: The dromion 
Let us consider the simplest case N(l) =N(‘) = 1 for 
the group element (4.5)-(4.7). The only relevant terms 
in (4.12) for calculating {rJ;=, are 
($“‘(k)@)*(k’))= -(~“‘*(k’)~“‘(k)) l+A;;+A;;+A;:+A;;+A;fA$+A;;Af;. 
=-fiiic ; “=&K-, n>O ( ) 
where the last equality must be understood in the sense of 
distributions on the circle ‘y, acting on functions which 
vanish in some neighborhood of k’. Then, with the help 
of Wick’s theorem, the VEV’s arising in the expression of 
ri can be explicitly evaluated. For example, given two 
subsets IiC{l,...,N”‘} (i=1,2), from (4.14) it follows 
that 
=c(l,)c(12)a(I,,12)exp X C (@“+61”*), 
i=1,2 Hi 
(4.17) 
where 
c(l.)=det((~(‘)(k”))~(‘)*( -kc’)*))) I 1 m 
= y k;i$;j* 9 1 $yfi*l 2s I,mdi 
(4.18) 
and 
a(ll,12) = C Uiyg) II II a&l,. 
ij= 1,2 I&Q 
(4.19) 
Here the sum is understood in the same sense as in (4.14) 
with e = Ii, and e(ltiaii) = f 1 is the signature of the 
permutation of anticommuting variables 
Thus one finds 
~~ = 1 +d,$Rx(r) +d2e2ARJ’(f) +d3e2PRxcf) +“ti(t), 
(4.2Oa) 
r3=r2* 
=--21&i exp[p(t)+Mt)+i( Ip12+ l~12>tl, 
(4.2Ob) 
p=pR+ipI=iki’)*, il=AR+i/ZI=$ki2’, (4.20~) 
aylkj’h 
di= -2(k1” (i= 1,2), 
(4.2Od) 
x(t) =x-2/.@, y(t) ‘y-2&t. (4.2Oe) 
For generic positive values of the parameters di (i 
= 1,2,3), the function q=r3/-r1 is the dromion solution2 
of the DS equation. Indeed, to get the expression given in 
Refs. 2 and 8 observe that (4.20) implies 
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(4.21) 
where 
(4.22a) 
and 
6”‘=-&logdl, t’2)=-&logd2a (4.22b) 
It is clear that the dromion represents a perturbation ex- 
ponentially decaying in all the directions of the (x,y)- 
plane which propagates without deformation. Observe 
that (4.21) reaches its maximum value at the point 
(x’l’(t),x ‘2’(t))= (x(1)+2pIt,x(2)+2;11t), where 
. (4.23) 
These two parameters are the natural ones for character- 
izing the dromion position and they will be used in our 
subsequent analysis of the asymptotic properties of mul- 
tidromion solutions. 
An important constant of the motion for the DS 
equation is 
&f=; s R2 Iq12dx&. (4.24) 
This functional is referred to as the energy of the solution 
q. However, we prefer to call it the mass of q since this is 
its interpretation in the context of Galilean invariant 
Schrodinger equations.15 In the case of the dromion so- 
lution (4.20) one finds at once 
M=2 
s 
4 
R2 
&,logrldxdy=210gdldz. (4.25) 
Moreover, from (4.21) and (4.23) it follows that the 
maximum amplitude of the dromion is 
1 -p/4 l/2 
141max=2(~&R)1’2 l+e”“/44 . I I (4.26) 
Other types of coherent structures arise provided one, 
or several, of the parameters di in (4.20) vanish. Con- 
sider, for example, the following cases d, =0 or d2=0, 
d, =d,=O. If d, =0, the function I q I takes the form of a 
kink located on the line 
I 
&x(t) +,u&f) = -log d;‘2. (4.27) 
A similar structure results by assuming d,=O, while for 
the choice dl =d2 =0 the function I q I acquires the form 
of a moving wall located on the line (4.27). On the other 
hand, in the case 
4 = 44 , (4.28) 
(4.25) implies M=O, so that the solution q vanishes iden- 
tically. 
V. DROMION DYNAMICS 
Once we have seen how the dromion solution of the 
DS equation arises in the bilinear formalism, we will deal 
now with the dynamical properties of dromions. Our 
strategy is based on the asymptotic analysis of the expres- 
sion 
Iq’(tJ,Y) I 2=4&v l~g(&(~,&Y))), (5.1) 
associated with a group element of the form (4.5)-(4.7). 
From (4.10) and (4.13) it is clear that the asymptotic 
behavior of (5.1) is determined by the functions 
I exp @‘) I. In this sense, notice that 
Re 81”(t,x)=i(kj”),(x-vf’)t) , 
Re 0(2)(ty)=~(k(2))R(y-v(2)t) m 3 m m 3 
where 
Vl (l)= - (kj”),, v$“= (kg’), 
[=l ,*-*, N(l), m= 1 Nc2) ,..., . 
Thus there are N(‘) times iV(‘) characteristic velocities 
(1) (2) bI=(q ,v, 1, (5.2) 
associated with (5.1). In what follows, we will restrict 
ourselves to the analysis of solutions satisfying 
(kji))R>O I=1 ,..., i@, i=1,2, (5.3) 
and we will assume that the complex numbers kj” are 
ordered so that 
$), vii), . . . (0 > vNci), i= 1,2. (5.4) 
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A. Asymptotic motion of dromions 
Consider the limits t-r f 00 of (5.1) on a ray in the 
(x,y) plane given by 
x(t)=x+v(‘)t y(t)=y+v’2’t 
11 ’ 12 * 
(5.5) 
From the form of @” one deduces that the dominant 
terms in the expansion (4.13) of g(t,x(t),y(t>) are 
+A (1: W,3J,: W,3J,: W2hr; W41), 
where 
Z,f={l<Z<N’i’:A (I-Zi) >O}* (5.6) I 
Using (4.17)-(4.19) and (5.1) it is found that as 
C+ f CO, the function Iq(t,x(t),y(t)) I reduces to the ex- 
pression corresponding to a function rl of the form 
(4.20), with parameters ZL = jkj:‘*, ;1 = ikit’ and 
d; =c; 
a@ UCh3,I,: 1 
, d;=c; 
aU~J~U{123) 
aU~,I~ 1 aUc,Iz) ’ 
(5.7) 
d; =clfc; 
a(It UCh3Jt u{h)) 
a(ItJt) ’ 
where 
c,? = 
CCIr uCzi3> 
cu; 1 
, i=1,2. 
Unless otherwise stated we will henceforth assume that 
the real parameters (5.7) are strictly positive and that 
dt#dt dc. Therefore, for each pair of indices (Z,,Z,) 
( l<Z&V”‘) there is an associated dromion moving with 
velocity vz,12 in the solution q( t,x,y) of the DS equation. A 
similar analysis shows that q(t,x,y) vanishes asymptoti- 
cally on all the rays x(t)=x+v(‘)t, y(t)=y+vC2’t for 
velocities ( v(‘),v(~) ) different from (5.2). This means that 
the solution of the DS equation determined by the group 
element (4.5)-(4.7) reduces asymptotically to N(l) times 
Nc2) dromions. Henceforth, this solution will be referred 
to as the (N’1),N’2’)-dromion solution and the dromion 
corresponding to each pair (Zl,Z2) will be called the 
( Z1,Z2) th dromion. Unlike one-dimensional solitons, in the 
general case dromions change their form as a result of the 
interaction proccess. To prove this fact it is enough to 
observe that as a consequence of (4.25) and (5.7) the 
mass of the ( Z1,Z2)th dromion in the limits t-+ f 0~) is 
41; UI43,I~ Uillz3)aU~J~) 
M,:,2=210ga(ll:UCI,),II:)a(ll:,liU(I,)) ’ 
(5.8) 
and, in general, M{12#M1$2. 
From (4.23) and (5.7) we may determine the asymp- 
totic trajectories xCi) * (t) of the dromions. Thus for the 
(Z,,Z,)th dromion we obtain x(‘)*(t) = x!,~!~* + viii’t 
where xi,v2* can be written as a sum of three terms 
xii)* 2 
12 =-(kj:” ‘i 
( 
S”‘*+Aj;r+;M;[2 , 
) 
i= 1,2, 
(5.9) 
where 
6jii’ * = c 
kji) _ k;,f 
,I /I Id: 
log kji) +& 7 
kj:‘*a(lF U{Z13,1,?) 
2(k~~))h~.I~~ 
A&‘=; log 
kC2)*a(l* I* U{12)) 
12 11 ’ 12 
2(kf))RaU~J~ > 
(5.10a) 
, 
(5.10b) 
B. Asymptotic motion of the boundary functions 
The dynamical law associated with the DS equation 
is determined by two types of interaction terms in the 
differential equation (3.8). First, there is a nonlinear and 
nonlocal term given by the integrals involved in the sum 
U, + U2 and, second, there is a linear term whose coeffi- 
cient is the sum 1(, +u2, of the boundary data. We are 
going now to study the asymptotic forms of the functions 
Ui and their relationship with the dromion motion. 
Our starting point is again the group element (4.5)- 
(4.7). In view of (3.9) and (3.11) we may write 
(5.11) 
u2(t,y)=2a~10g(g(z(t,- oo,~w 
from (4.13) it follows thai’) 
Since we are assuming (kl’ )R > 0 (i= 1,2; I= l,...,iV”‘), 
g(t,x,-a)= &NI,+$,~), 
(5.12) 
g(t,-m,y)= &W,~,~2,~‘), 
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where the sums extend to all pairs of sets I, q 
C { l,...,N(‘)} such that li and c have the same number 
of elements for i= 1,2, respectively, and 4 denotes the 
empty set. 
The asymptotic analysis of the functions (5.11) can 
be performed by following the same strategy as in the 
study of the dromion motion. Thus one proves that as 
t-r f 03 the boundary function Ui decomposes into N”’ 
solitons which move freely on the trajectories x”‘(t) 
= xjji’ * + ulii)t, where xci) * can be written as 
i= 1,2. (5.13) 
Here Si;’ * are given by (5.10a) and 
A”)* =; log 
J4l”*=u,: U{~J,~) 
4 wyh?4q,~) ’ =Ud2Wml> =a2,2,411J2). (5.18) 
(5.14) 
Furthermore, given two integers l(l<N”‘), 1 (m(N’2’, 
with Ztit, mtiz, satisfying (5.15) and (5.17), from 
(4.19) one easily deduces that 
Therefore, as t-r f CO the asymptotic form of the 
function uI +u2 is a traveling rectangular network on the 
(xg) plane with N(l) times Nc2) nodes which move with 
the velocities (5.2). Notice that (5.9) and (5.13) have a 
different structure. In particular, (5.9) shows that the 
positions of the dromion maxima depend on the param- 
eters of the type ai; with i#j. Then, because of (4.7), it 
follows that xi,‘r),* depends on both sets of parameters 
[kj’):l~ 1; U (‘&}I and {kE):m E I;, U {Z2}1. Therefore, 
the dromion scattering is a two-dimensional dynamical 
process. In contrast, (5.14) implies that xl:)* only de- 
pends on the parameters ai and kj” with I, I’ E It 
U {Zi}. Hence, the scattering of the nodes of u1 +u2 is 
essentially one dimensional. 
C. Special types of dromion solutions 
We have discussed so far the properties of the 
(N”),N’2))-dromion solution of the DS equation for gen- 
eral values of the parameters kj”, a$, satisfying (4.6) and 
(4.7) such that d,? > 0 (i= 1,2,3) and dt#dtdc for all 
the asymptotic dromions. There are, however, significant 
departures from the generic behavior of this solution 
when some special choices for its defining parameters are 
assumed. We are going to see that dromions may degen- 
erate into kinks or walls, and that processes of fusion and 
fission of dromions may take place. 
In view of the expressions (5.7) for the dromion pa- 
rameters, it is clear that the symbols a(l,,12) defined in 
(4.19) are of great importance for characterizing the dro- 
mion dynamics. Fortunately, there are some particular 
conditions on the parameters a& which lead to simplify- 
ing relations for the symbols a(ll,12) involved in (5.7). 
For example, let us suppose given two subsets 
IjC{l,...,N’i)} (i= 1,2) and some integer l<I<Nt’), 
with lti,, such that 
a;li,=o, WEI) j= 1,2. 
Then, from (4.19) it follows at once that 
(5.15) 
d~lWOJ2) =4d4J2). (5.16) 
Analogously, given an integer l@~gN’~‘, with mti2, 
such that 
=2i mm, =O, VF?l'dj, j= 1,2, 
we have 
(5.17) 
a(llU{Z},I,U{m}) = (a:~a~~-a:~a~~)a(l,,l,). 
(5.19) 
Let us turn now to the (N “‘,N’2’)-dromion solution 
generated by the group element (4.5)-(4.7), and assume 
that there are two integers (1&), 1 <li<N”‘, satisfying 
(5.15) and (5.17), respectively, with respect to the sub- 
sets I{ (i= 1,2) defined in (5.6). In other words, 
lj a,,,=O, Vid= 1,2, l<l”<N’j), lj<$. (5.20) 
‘I 
Then, according to (5.7), (5.16), (5.18), and (5.19), as 
t+ + 00 the expression for the parameters of the (I,,Z,)th 
dromion reduce to 
d+ =~+a” I I I,+ (i= 1,2); d3’=c:c:(at,:,~::,-“~~~a~~~,). 
(5.21) 
Stmilary, if (11,Z2) satisfy 
ij a,,!=O, ViJ= 1,2, l<li)<N(j), Ii> <. 
‘I 
Then 
(5.22) 
dly =~~:a;~,, (i= 1,2), d; =c;c; (a:,:,~~~~-a:;;,a~~~,). 
(5.23) 
Suppose that the condition (5.20) [respectively 
(5.22)] for (I&) holds. Then the following particularly 
interesting solution may be characterized: If a!:(, = 0, then 
d$ =dfd$ (d3 =d,d~), so that the solution q vanishes 
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asymptotically on the ray (5.5) as t+ + 03 (t+ - CO ) 
and the (Z,,Z,) th dromion does not arise in that limit. This 
means that we can generate a solution of the DS equation 
in which the number of dromions is different at t-r + CO 
and t -. - CO. These kinds of solutions describe processes 
of fusion and fission of dromions.4 It is worth noticing 
that according to (5.11) and (5.12) the potentials u1 and 
uz are characterized by the parameters aTi involved in the 
operators of the type A(~,,~,&#J) and A(#J,@~,~)), re- 
spectively, where $ denotes the empty set. Now, from 
(4.9) and (4.14) it is obvious that A(I,,e,#,#) and 
A (4,+,1&) depend only on the parameters a:: and a& 
respectively. In other words, the functions Iii do not de- 
pend on the remaining parameters a!,$ a& Therefore, the 
condition a& = 0 is independent of the form of Ui and, 
nevertheless, it implies the vanishing of the (Z,,Z,)- 
dromion in one of the asymptotic limits t-r i 03. This 
fact together with the differences between the asymptotic 
motion of the dromion and the potential maxima dis- 
cussed at the end of Sec. V B, shows that the dromion 
dynamics is not completely determined by the boundary 
functions up Indeed, the potentials Ui are determined by 
the parameters a:; and af,fj only, while the dromion dy- 
namics is characterized by the whole set a& (ij= 1,2). 
If both conditions (5.20) and (5.22) hold, then the 
parameters of the (Z,,Z,)th dromion at t-+ f 00 are given 
by (5.21) and (5.23), respectively, and one finds at once 
that this dromion has the same form in both limits. No- 
tice, for instance, that (4.25), (5.21), and (5.23) yield 
Mlt2 = M,Q2 = 2 log 
=:,:,=;;2 - =:,:p& 
11 22 (5.24) =1,1,=1212 
In this case, there are also important simplifications for 
the expressions (5.9), (5. lo), and (5.14). Thus one ob- 
tains 
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Therefore, in this case the dynamics of both the (Z,,Z,)th 
dromion and the (Z,,Z,)th node of u1 + u2 are essentially 
the same. 
Another interesting case, which combines several of 
the situations considered above takes place when 
a$,,=O, Z#m, lgl<N(‘), l<m<N(j’. (5.28) 
This condition implies that (5.20) and (5.22) are satis- 
fied for all pairs ( Z1,Z2). Furthermore, since a$, = 0 for 
Z,#Z2, as t+ f 03 there are no dromions with velocities 
ul,12 for Z,#Z2. Consequently, the corresponding solution 
of the DS equation gives rise to min(N(‘),N(2)) dromi- 
ons, which move with velocities ufI, 1 <Z<min(N”‘,N’2’) 
and preserve their form after interaction. 
Finally, it is important to relate our work with the 
results of Refs. 2 and 8. The (N(1),N(2))-dromion solu- 
tion introduced in this paper depends on the complex 
parameters (kj’),ak), l<Z<N(‘), l<m<N”’ (ij= 1,2) 
subject to the constraints (4.7). It means that the number 
of independent parameters is 
+Nc2’(Nc2)+ l)]. 
On the other hand, the (N,M)-dromion solution of Ref. 
8 contains only 
2(N(‘)+N(2))+N(‘)N(2) , 
independent parameters [in the notation of Ref. 8 they 
are given by (&m,~&,~lm), l<Z<N(‘), l<m<Nc2)]. In 
fact, this latter solution is obtained from ours by setting 
A(‘) * 
‘1’2 
= Ajii’ * =; log , i=1,2. (5.25) 
As a consequence of (5.24) and (5.25), it follows that 
11 22 
=N,==mm,- -0, Z#rl, m#m’. (5.29) 
From (5.29) it is easy to recover the results of Ref. 8. 
Thus in view of (5.16) and (5.18), we have that (5.29) 
implies 
x;,i) * =x;i) * + 
1 
I 12 Wj; )R ‘) W,12 9 
(5.26) 
where MI,l2 is the dromion mass (5.24). Hence, the cor- 
responding position shifts reduce to 
(i) + 
x’,‘2 
-xi’/ - co+ 
12 =xli , -xf’- 
+ _ “I;i’ - ) . (5.27) 
(5.30) 
for all l<Zi<N(‘) (i= 1,2), so that (5.14) reads 
(5.31) 
Then ( 5.13) for the parameters xj: l which describe 
the dynamics of the boundary functions Ui reduces to the 
expression obtained in Ref. 8. Note, in particular, that 
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(9 + 
x4 (5.32) 
In Ref. 8 the parameters xii w * are used to character- 
ize the dromion motion of the DS equation. Nevertheless, 
as it is shown by (5.9) and (5.13), they differ from the 
(i) * dromion-maxima positions xll~2 in an essential way. This 
is particularly obvious for the case considered in Ref. 8. 
Indeed, if (5.29) holds then from (5.9) and (5.32) we 
have 
+tq12-q2~ I* (5.33) 
Observe that the position shifts of the dromion maxima 
depend on the change of amplitude suffered by the dro- 
mions through the mass-increment term in (5.33). How- 
ever, this dynamical effect is not exhibited by the position 
shift (5.32). 
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